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JCM Latest Software Listing
UNIT

The JCM web site provides the tools you
need, including the software information
database with DIP switch information,
our photo parts catalog, online ordering
form, repair service, and more.

Parts are Parts

ID = SentryKit.jpg

Sentry IGT S2000 Kit

Part No. 550-100279
Description: Assembly, Sentry, IGT S2000, ID-024,
WBA style
Usage: The sentry bezel provides a visual indication of
several fault conditions and error codes. It allows for
quick troubleshooting and diagnosis of the Bill Validator’s operational condition.
Note: The new Sentry bezel is available for a variety of
machines and provides both the machine user and the slot
technician improved information concerning the Bill
Validator’s proper operation. For the slot user it exhibits
an animated display of green bezel arrows pointing into
the unit indicating its readiness to accept bills or barcode
coupons. It also displays the current denominations being
accepted by the Bill Validator in dollars and a barcode
indication.
For the technician it features a set of icons indicating a
bill jam, a high rejection rate, a detected RAM error and
a full Cash Box condition that light when their specific
error condition occurs.

ID

Version*

Check
Sum

WBA-10/11-SS

ID-003

V-3.34-25

DBA9

WBA-10/11-SS

ID-022/023

V-3.34-03

7FCF

WBA-10/11-SS

ID-024

V-3.34-29

FF9F

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-003

V-3.34-21i*

1185

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-0C3

V-3.34-09i*

F1C3

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-003 (Aristocrat)

V-3.34-22i*

11DB

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-003 (Spielo)

V-3.34-23i*

FA6F

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-003 (Bally/Atronic)

V-3.34-25i*

2994

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-022/023

V-3.34-03i*

5A07

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-044C

V-3.34-05i*

144E

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-044

V-3.34-05i*

FD8D

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-023B

V-3.34-04i*

DF4E

WBA-12/13-SS

ID-024

V-3.34-27

8999

DBV-200-B0/B1

ID-022/023

V-2.51-04-03

32FC

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-004/BAR

V-2.50-05

8F51

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-044P/045P

V-2.50-05

8BD0
5B42

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-011/015

V-2.50-09

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-044/045W

V-2.50-04

5151

DBV-200-A2/A3

ID-044WP/045WP

V-2.50-05

D273

DBV-200-B4/B5

ID-024

V-2.50-09

070D

DBV-200-B4/B5

ID-003

V-2.50-02

44EE

* an “i” suffix indicates Intelligent Cash Box option.
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ID

Version

TSP-02

033

2.01

C11F

TSP-02

024CE (Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.04

ECCF

TSP-02

024JC (New Jersey Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.04

EE7F

TSP-02

024LT (Lottery)

2.00

4E33

TSP-02

024NJ (New Jersey)

2.00

798E

TSP-02

024NV (Nevada)

2.00

8566

TSP-02

024NVW (Nevada - WMS)

2.00

EB22

TSP-02

033CE (Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.00

6B31

TSP-02

033IL (Illinois)

2.00

7D8F

TSP-02

033JC (New Jersey Caesar’s Entertainment)

2.00

95C5

TSP-02

033NJ (New Jersey)

2.00

6558

TSP-02

033NV (Nevada)

2.00

6178

TSP-02

033NY (New York - Lottery)

2.00

8EB8

The list of JCM bill validator software provided herein notifies customers
of the latest versions developed. However, the listing does not identify
versions approved by gaming jurisdictional authorities for actual use.
Customers should consult JCM’s Customer Service/Parts Sales
departments concerning approved versions for jurisdictions of intended
use.

The JCM Ticket In - Ticket Out Solution ... Reliability, Durability, Productivity
The TSP-02 (Thermal Security Printer) by JCM was specifically designed to meet the needs
of your Ticket In - Ticket Out casino operation. Our printer is designed to outlast the
competition. With printers in the field that have been running for over two years with no field
issues, JCM takes pride in the technology used in our printer solution. By designing the bill
validator and the companion printer to go with it, JCM can guarantee the maximum in
acceptance rates and printed ticket quality. Contact your local JCM Sales Representative
today for additional information.
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FREE REGIONAL TRAINING
Give your techs the tools they need to keep your
customers happy and your equipment running at peak
efficiency. Call for further information.
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Technical Tips
The newest addition to the JCM line of gaming validators is the Universal Bill Validator (UBA).
The new features include:

• Advanced sensor technology with Red, Green, Infrared and Ultraviolet sensors as well as magnetic
sensors and a barcode reader.

• An 85 millimeters wide bill path containing centering mechanisms to allow acceptance of all
currencies from 62 to 85 mm in width.

• A rotating anti-stringing device to insures no bill can be retrieved once it leaves the transport.
• A new high impact plastic cash box containing a last item viewing window to allow last bill or
barcode ticket confirmation without compromising security.

UBA

• Onboard electronics allowing TTL or RS232 communication without additional conversion boards.
• Up front diagnostics containing LED indicators, a DIP Switch block and a USB download port, making downloading and
troubleshooting simple procedures.

• The ability to add the Intelligent Cash Box (ICB) feature or the Sentry option to the unit.
It was not easy improving on the most popular validator in the gaming industry, but we hope these new features will
enhance your gaming floor operations and help smooth daily operation and customer enjoyment.
JCM is a registered trademark of JCM American Corporation. All other product names mentioned herein may be registered
trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies. Furthermore, TM and ® are not mentioned in each case in this publication.
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